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correct mistakes Even if joint decompilation is performed, the decompiled code may still contain some errors. You can enter it in the terminalTo view the mount point, or hover the mouse on the icon of the storage device in the Linux file manager to view it. You can also try to apply some patches, and observe the patch in MaciASL to modify the file.
Most of the time, you need to move them behind other declarations. If you need to apply the ACPI file in Snow Leopard, you need to use it when compiling dsl to amlOptions. For Clover with a version number lower than 3062, the ACPI file must be named SSDT-x, where x represents a number, up to 19. For example, a common cause of errors (my own
thoughts) is that some referenced functions (such as MMTB and MDBG) actually exist in the Windows system itself, not in ACPI; there is also a situation where the code itself exists A bug or code was written unintentionally (sometimes it is difficult to distinguish this). If you want, you can even write a patch to automate this work. Below is a list of
typical SSDTs you may encounter Related to CPU: As mentioned above, there are some unknown factors that can cause problems.SATA: It doesn't matter whether you use it, it depends on whether you have obsessive-compulsive disorder.PTID: In most cases this file is useless for OS X and contains many errors. It is important to remember the order in
which SSDTs are loaded, so it is important to name SSDTs in the original order. However, there are some patches that are needed in many situations and are almost unlikely to cause problems. You need a newer versionTo decompile correctly. It is based on some letters published by Mieze. Common examples for some older DSDTs are "Fix _PLD
Buffer/Package Error", "Fix TNOT Error", and "Fix FPED Parse Error" . Clover allows numbers to be discontinuous. In order to determine which patches you need, you can read the error message reported by iasl and the code that caused the error. Of course, the github repository also provides "USB _PRW 0x0D (instant wake)" (0x0d and 0x6d are
common values returned from _PRW for XHC/EHC/HDEF). Therefore, you may find that the aml file recompiled by the new tool can be opened directly by MaciASL and contains no errors. These hardware configuration differences will lead to differences in the address space, resulting in the DSDT of one computer is not suitable for another computer.
If you named SSDT.aml, SSDT-1.aml, SSDT-4.aml, SSDT-5.aml, then only SSDT.aml and SSDT-1.aml will be loaded because the following are no longer continuous, so they are ignored . First you must save it in the "ACPI Machine Language Binary" format. These patches are also in the github repository: "Fix _WAK Arg0 v2" "HPET Fix" "SMBUS Fix"
"IRQ Fix" "RTC Fix" "OS Check Fix" "Fix Mutex with non-zero SyncLevel" "Fix PNOT/PPNT" (Only if you ignore the CPU Only relevant SSDT needs to be used) “Add IMEI” (If your DSDT or SSDT already has IMEI/HECI/MEI device, you don’t need to use this patch) Note: The OS Check Fix patch has nothing to do with the system pre-installed on your
computer or the system version you are currently using. Of course, to use them, you must save them in the "ACPI Machine Language Binary" format with .aml as the file suffix, and then place them in the correct location to be loaded by the bootloader. When you start OS X, you can decompile or patch them. If you use any option in the bootloader
which affects DSDT/SSDT, you will not be able to get the original ACPI file, so you need to make sure that you do not use such an option. This tutorial will use three methods to obtain ACPI files: use patchmatic in OS X; use F4 in Clover; use Linux. The value of DEST is the mount point of your USB device. Common patches Generally speaking, you only
need to patch DSDT when you need to fix a specific problem. If the DSDT.aml file exists, it will automatically replace the OEM's DSDT. If you really encounter such a problem, you need to analyze which files are copies, the easiest way is to look at the file size, the same file size often corresponds to the same file. If you are not very familiar with a
certain error, you can try this method several times to correct the error. If you are interested in writing patch files, please read MaciASL's patch syntax: Syntax Grammar/ Note: In many cases, the DSDT patch needs to be combined with some additional kext so that the kext is loaded correctly by the system. Of course, you can also choose the "Rename
_DSM methods to XDSM" patch, because sometimes "Remove _DSM methods" will expose MaciASL A bug. The name of the patch to deal with syntax/error starts with "[syn]". Saving as AML extension may cause some very strange problems in the system. Opening with MaciASL directly will cause the aml files to be decompiled separately. Note: It is
an effective method to use'patchmatic -extract' to confirm whether the DSDT/SSDT you obtained is the file you need. Note that some BIOSes need to press Fn+F4 at the same time to activate F4, so if you are not sure, press Fn+F4 both in the F4 box. It is recommended to copy the executable file of iasl to, So you can easily use the tool in the terminal.
Clover with a version number greater than or equal to 3062 will load all files with the suffix aml, and there is no requirement for naming. On Clover's homepage, you can press F4 and Clover will put the native ACPI file in the EFI/Clover/ACPI/origin directory. If you encounter the problem of instant wakeup when using AppleUSBXHCI.kext, an
alternative solution is to use "USB _PRW 0x6D (instant wake)". Some old notebooks often define GFX0 in DSDT. Note that for Clover 3062+, the loading order becomes random due to the change of SSDT loading mode, so it is necessary to specify the loading order by modifying config.plist/ACPI/SortedOrder. Most of the time, if there is an object
contained in Scope _PR.CPUx in the SSDT, then it is likely to be related to the CPU. ACPI's interpreter ignores this information, but this information is useful for the decompiler to correctly decompile an independent aml file. You can download the appropriate version here: . The easiest way is to use DropSSDT=Yes (Chameleon) or
ACPI/SSDT/DropOem=true (Clover) to ignore all native SSDTs and load your modified SSDT. Note: Be sure to avoid duplicate names. Tools needed for decompilation In order to properly decompile the files you get, you needCompiler, it needs to be run in the terminal. For example, renaming GFX0 to IGPU can make IGPU power management work
correctly. Note: SSDT from the dynamic subdirectory of Clover or Linux cannot be placed under ACPI/patched, because these SSDTs will only be dynamically loaded when needed, which may not be complete. Note: Please also read the section below and consider using refs.txt. If another SSDT has not undergone any modification, then you do not need
to recompile it, just use the original aml file. You only need to paste the content of the patch directly into the MaciASL window, and then click Apply. Patches for specific issues Battery status: Backlight control: Disable discrete graphics: When you are reading some notebook-specific tutorials, these articles may directly post the content of the patch.
For example, if you download it to, You can unzip and copy in the terminal through the following methods: cd ~/Downloads unzip iasl.zip sudo cp iasl/usr/bin Compile the latest version of iasl from github You can compile the latest version of iasl from github, assuming you have installed Xcode: mkdir ~/Projects && cd ~/Projects git clone iasl.git cd
iasl.git The latest version always contains some experimental and not fully tested code. If you encounter such a problem, then you cannot put such SSDT in ACPI/patched. To avoid this, you can use the "Remove _DSM methods" patch as the first patch you use. If there is no problem, I prefer to use those SSDTs that have been patched correctly in the
original order. For example, if you use (Chameleon) DropSSDT=Yes, or (Clover) DropOem=true, the native SSDT will be ignored, so you can't get them in patchmatic. You'd better write down which SSDTs you plan to ignore, which ones you need to keep the original files, and which ones you need to modify. Without it, system sleep problems may
occur.GFX0: Usually the SSDT with'Device GFX0' is related to the integrated graphics card. The isal decompiler will try to guess the number of parameters, but this attempt often fails. For different bootloaders, the storage path is different and the naming requirements are also different. You need to first copy the above document to the clipboard
(don't tell me you can't), then: The above command will create a refs.txt file in the current directory, and then use this file in the decompilation process: iasl -da -dl -fe refs.txt *.aml Older versions of the decompiler will put these external declarations in front of other declarations. Advanced users may wish to use Clover to apply patches without
extracting DSDT/SSDT, see this tutorial: . You can find them in the/sys/firmware/acpi/tables and/sys/firmware/acpi/tables/dynamic directories. The patching process is divided into the following steps: Get the original fileDecompile the original fileAnalyze and filter raw filesPatchSave (compile) and install Get the original ACPI file All BIOS will provide
a set of ACPI files for the operating system. Some options such as GeneratePStates/GenerateCStates=Yes, or Clover’s/ACPI/SSDT/Generate/CStates/ACPI/SSDT/Generate/PStates will inject additional SSDT, which will cause some inexplicable problems. This kind of error is very obvious, so when you see an error from an external statement in refs.txt,
you should be able to distinguish it. It is recommended to use the previous version Note: This version of b9c6c2b is already available for download in bitbucket. Sometimes, Clover F4 will write duplicate SSDT. Generally, renaming can better fit the OS X system. After installing patchmatic, you can call it in the terminal like this: cd ~/Desktop mkdir
extract cd extract patchmatic -extract Patchmatic will release all loaded ACPI files to the current folder. Use refs.txt to complete decompilation Sometimes there are some undefined external symbols. For example, the error caused by'External' can be deleted directly to solve the error. Even computers of the same model often have different
motherboards, resulting in different ACPI files. If these files are written to the USB storage device, the delay will be more obvious. You can get these files in Linux, OS X, Windows and even Clover. If there is a complicated reference relationship between the aml files, the decompilation will not be performed correctly, and you will find a bunch of
errors that are difficult to fix. Note: Using ACPI6.1 can better handle the aml files compiled by iasl. Finally, remember that you can't just put the ACPI file in the directory without ignoring the OEM's SSDT. In this case, all SSDT/DSDT related to it need to participate in renaming. The most common is to disable the patch for discrete graphics. Using the
FAT32 file system can avoid permission problems because this file system does not support file permissions. Either way, these files you get are exactly the same, but because the software is different, the naming may be different. Resources MaciASL (RehabMan fork): patchmatic: iasl (RehabMan fork): ACPI spec: RehabMan github: Clover laptop
guide: ��oting-os-x-installer-laptops-clover-uefi.html Clover config.plist files for laptops: Clover thread: Clover changes: MaciASL software: notebook patch: Note: I did not test my patch on the DSDT editor because it contains too many bugs and the version of iasl is too old, so don't ask questions about it. And Lenovo u310/u410 can be used directly:
"7-series USB3 Multiplex" If you are using GenericUSBXHCI.kext on Yosemite, make sure you are using GenericUSBXHCI.kext generated for Yosemite. Therefore, it is best to decompile all the aml files together. You need to patch on this SSDT to achieve backlight control. You can check the byte size of SSDT by entering the following command in the
terminal. Then, enter the following command in the terminal to decompile: cd "to directory where you placed all SSDT/DSDT" iasl -da -dl *.aml Note: don't try to useThe option to decompile other ACPI files will not have any effect. You can enter commands in the terminal to get all files. There is usually more than one such SSDT, you need to combine
them so that the patch will be effective. Save and load In order to use the patched DSDT/SSDT, you need to save them in the correct location so that the bootloader can load them. The method is simple, but it can effectively eliminate many common errors. For example, ProBook requires a modified version of this patch. Once you get a compiled file,
you can continue to patch it to fix the problems you encountered. After you have successfully decompiled all files, check each SSDT file to determine the function of these SSDTs. If an SSDT is related to the CPU and you are sure it will cause some problems, then put it aside, do not put it in the relevant directory of the bootloader. The USB patch can
fix the "instant wake up" problem, which causes the computer to not sleep again within a few seconds from sleep to start to wake up. Common undefined symbols such as SGPO, ECRD, ECWT, and MMTB. There are many reasons for these errors, such as some modifications of iasl, imperfections of iasl itself, and different compilation environments
between notebooks. In a few cases, it may provide a way to read the fan speed, temperature or other system status.IAOE: If this SSDT exists, it is often used as the entrance of in _PTS and _WAK in DSDT. If you use an external ACPI file, sometimes even minor differences in hardware configuration (BIOS version, memory size, BIOS settings and other
hardware differences are not as good as wireless network cards) can cause system instability and inexplicable problems. There are many patches to fix common errors in my github repository. Combining the above reasons, it is easier to use Linux or Clover to obtain ACPI files. You can correct these errors by using a text file that records external
definitions. You can keep these patched .dsl files for more patches in the future. If you have a Haswell CPU/8-series chipset, and AooleLPC.kext is not loaded, you need to use the following patch to inject a suitable ID to allow the driver to be loaded: "Haswell LPC" If you have a Skylake CPU/100-series chipset, and AooleLPC.kext is not loaded, you
need to use the following patch to inject an appropriate ID to allow the driver to be loaded: "Skylake LPC" Note: The renaming must be thorough. place the manufacturer refs.txt file in the directory where DSDT/SSDT is located: External(MDBG, MethodObj, 1) External(_GPE.MMTB, MethodObj, 0) External(_SB.PCI0.LPCB.H_EC.ECWT, MethodObj, 2)
External(_SB.PCI0.LPCB.H_EC.ECRD, MethodObj, 1) External(_SB.PCI0.LPCB.H_EC.ECMD, MethodObj, 1) External(_SB.PCI0.PEG0.PEGP.SGPO, MethodObj, 2) External(_SB.PCI0.GFX0.DD02._BCM, MethodObj, 1) External(_SB.PCI0.SAT0.SDSM, MethodObj, 4) External(_GPE.VHOV, MethodObj, 3) External(_SB.PCI0.XHC.RHUB.TPLD, MethodObj,
2) Note: A more friendly way is to use pbpaste to create files in the terminal. There will be no feedback in this process, because there will be a small delay waiting for the files to be written. You don’t need to install Linux, just boot from USB: Type in the terminal sudo cp -R/sys/firmware/acpi/tables DEST You need to copy these files to a USB device
with a FAT32 file system. Of course, since the aml file we extracted directly does not contain this information, we still need to useOption to combine all aml files for decompilation, as described above. The following file provides a good loading order template: Chameleon (or Chimera): The file needs to be placed in the/Extra directory of the system
disk. These situations should be avoided. The following refs.txt includes some common and rare missing symbols (according to the feedback of netizens on the forum) to solve the problems encountered by the decompiler. Filter ACPI files For some old computers (Sandy Bridge or earlier), CPU-related SSDT will cause some problems. In ACPI6.1, this
bug has been fixed. Use Linux to get files In Linux, the native ACPI file exists directly in the file system. If you try to use a DSDT from another computer, you will almost always fail. Note: If you have used all SSDTs, do not use the "Fix PNOT/PPNT" patch, it can only be used if you remove the SSDT related to the CPU. After completing the above steps,
you only need to use *.dsl files to do the next work, you can use MaciALS to edit them. ACPI6.1 adds a component to the compiler, which can be used to add external reference information in the generated aml file. If you are familiar with ACPI and have a little programming foundation, it will be very good for these tasks. It is difficult for you to verify
that ACPI files from other computers are valid. To avoid this situation of instant wake-up, you may also need the kernel flag -gux_defer_usb2. Copyright statement: This article refers to Patching LAPTOP DSDT/SSDTs . For some errors, you can simply delete the code that caused the error. For example, Intel added the If/Else code block in the new code
because the Switch/Case has a bug. Clover: The file should first be placed in the partition where Clover is located (usually the EFI partition), so the path is EFI/Clover/ACPI/patched. It is determined by your Linux version and Linux boot method. You can use MaciASL to complete the patching operation. Use Clover F4 (recommended) It is
recommended to use Clover F4, not only because the extraction method is very simple, but also because it can easily compare the original ACPI file and the patched file (for analysis and problem solving). A very common situation is to add a _DSM function to the SSDT, but at the same time the OEM also defines a _DSM function in the same path. New
Haswell notebooks are usually defined in SSDT (even if they can be defined in DSDT).PEGP: PEGP is usually related to a discrete graphics card in a notebook with dual graphics cards. In order to successfully complete the download and correctly set MaciASL, please read the README file in advance. Then compile the project: Now you can install it
with the following command: If you have already installed MaciASL, you can also use the new version of the compiler in MaciASL (under the/usr/bin directory): sudo cp/usr/bin/iasl/Applications/MaciASL.app/Contents/MacOS/iasl61 The latest version of iasl will always be available for download on bitbucket, but for those who always like to use the
latest version, you need to compile the project yourself. These copies will cause some problems during decompilation. This option cannot be used in MaciASL, so you can only complete the compilation in the terminal. You must check the return value of DSDT and _PRW related functions to determine whether this patch is suitable for your DSDT. But it
depends on whether these codes are useful. Therefore, when you already know which ACPI files you need, you must correct the errors contained in them. Decompile ACPI files Although native ACPI files can be opened directly through MaciASL, this is not recommended. 1. Note: ACPI file for Snow Leopard: Unfortunately, this version of 10.6.8 is so
old that it prevents aml from making external references. Chameleon does not allow non-consecutive numbers, so it needs to be named SSDT.aml, SSDT-1.aml, SSDT-2.aml, SSDT-3.aml, etc. If you want to use it in the terminal, you need to copy the executable file (in the ZIP) to in. The same is true for Clover DSDT "Fixes"-these fixes will modify the
native DSDT, so you need to avoid these fixes. At present, your goal is to make these dsl files compiled without errors (warnings/remarks/optimizations generally have no effect). . This is not a good way. Download the patchmatic executable file from here (be sure to read the README file because the download address is inside). Use patchmatic If you
have installed OS X and have not started with any patched ACPI files, you can use patchmatic to get the original DSDT/SSDT files. Most DSDTs need to be modified before they can be used. So, no matter what operating system, you can get these files for subsequent patching. If you need to reprint, please indicate the original address: In order for the
various components of OS X to run better on your laptop, you usually need a properly patched DSDT and a series of SSDTs. This article will lay the foundation for you to correctly patch the DSDT/SSDT provided by the OEM. Patch your hardware appropriately "6-series USB" "7-series/8-series USB" The USB3 Mutliplex patch allows you to use Apple's
native AppleUSBXHCI.kext instead of GenericUSBXCHI.kext. You need to put all DSDT/SSDT in a separate folder, do not copy irrelevant files in, and make sure that all files end with .aml.
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